The Bochner-Godement theorem extends the classical Bochner and BochnerSchoenberg theorems from the context of Euclidean spaces and spheres to general symmetric spaces. We show how it also includes recent results on products of symmetric spaces: the Berg-Porcu theorem (sphere cross line), and the Guella-Menegatto-Peron theorem (products of spheres), and discuss related results and applications.
Introduction; the Bochner-Schoenberg theorem
Our motivation here is a group of three theorems, one classical and two recent, all visibly related and all crucially relevant to our motivating area, the mathematics, probability and statistics of Planet Earth (see [BinS] , referred to below as I).
We write S d for the d-sphere (a d-dimensional manifold embedded in (d + 1)-space R d+1 ). We are interested in positive definite (pd) functions f : S d × S d → R; we restrict attention to the isotropic case, where f is of the form f (x, y) = g(d(x, y)) (x, y ∈ S d ) with d geodesic distance on the sphere; here g is called the isotropic part of f . For convenience, we adopt the usual normalisation of taking the sphere to have radius 1; thus f is defined on S × S, g on [−1, 1], and x = d(x, y) ∈ [−1, 1]. The key role here is played by the spherical functions (the name derives from spherical harmonics: I §8.1, [BinMS] , [Hel1, 3] ). The relevant g here are orthogonal polynomials (for background on which see e.g. [Sze] ), the Gegenbauer (or ultraspherical) polynomials, of index λ,
as above. For the 2-sphere in 3-space (i.e. the Earth), these reduce (λ = 1 2 ) to the familiar Legendre polynomials, P n (x), and for the circle (1-sphere) in the plane to the Tchebycheff polynomials. All these are orthogonal polynomials with orthogonality interval [−1, 1] [Sze] .
The statistical relevance of positive definite functions (or by restriction, matrices) here is that they correspond to covariance functions or matrices of vectors (via Gram matrices, or Gramians); similarly for correlation functions or matrices, for vectors on the unit sphere; see e.g. [HorJ1, Ch. 7 ].
Bochner-Schoenberg Theorem. For S d , the general isotropic positivedefinite function, equivalently, the general isotropic covariance, is given (to within a scale factor) by a convex combination of Gegenbauer polynomials P λ n (x):
with Legendre polynomials when d = 2.
In probabilistic language, this says that the general case is a mixture of spherical harmonics: that is, that the Fourier-Gegenbauer coefficients a n here are non-negative.
The study of positive definite functions on spheres dates back to Bochner and Schoenberg 1940-42 ([Sch1] , [BocS] in 1940; Bochner [Boc2] in 1941; [Sch2] in 1942; see I for more detail). Later extensions to probability theory were made by Gangolli [Gan] , Bingham [Bin2] , Faraut [Far1] and others. The importance of this classical area has been widely recognised by the geostatistical community recently.
Askey and Bingham [AskB, §2] extended this result to Gaussian processes on the other compact symmetric spaces of rank 1 (two-point homogenous Rie-mannian manifolds).
Symmetric spaces; the Bochner and Bochner-Godement theorems

Bochner's theorem
The simplest setting for a characterisation theorem for positive definite functions is the line R, or d-space R d , regarded as a topological group under addition. These were characterised by Bochner's theorem [Boc1] of 1933 as the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of (positive, finite) measures -in probabilistic language, as (to within a normalisation factor) characteristic functions. The key role here is played by the characters (homomorphism) (t → e itx for the reals). The theory was extended to locally compact abelian groups by Weil in 1940 [Wei] , and to (not necessarily abelian) locally compact groups by Godement [God1] in 1948.
Spheres.
The sphere S d above is not a group but a coset space, under the identification
with SO(d) the special orthogonal group in d-space. It carries an involutive isometry, where one fixes a point (say, the North Pole O), and maps each point P into its 'mirror image' P ′ in O in the geodesic linking P to O and produced an equal distance beyond O. This gives the prototype for the compact case of a symmetric space, below.
Symmetric spaces
A symmetric space X is a metric space carrying an involutive isometry as above; these arise as coset spaces (or homogeneous spaces) X = G/K; the pair (G, K), also spoken of as a homogeneous space, has G a Lie group and K a compact subgroup. These arise from the work of Elie Cartan and others in the 1920s, in the context of Lie theory; for background and details see e.g. the books by Helgason [Hel1, 2, 3, 4] , Wolf [Wol1, 2] and Faraut [Far3] . The role of the characters here is played by the spherical functions. These were developed by Godement in 1952 [God3] by general methods, following earlier developments using Lie theory; for a modern treatment see the books cited above.
Harmonic analysis on symmetric spaces.
The key spherical functions here are the positive definite ones. A spherical function need not be positive definite in general. Those that arise in the context of spheres via Gegenbauer polynomials are [Sch1] ; more generally, so are those that arise in compact symmetric spaces ([Hel1, X Th. 6.5], [Hel4, IV Th. 4 .2]). The class of positive definite spherical functions is called the spherical dual, which we will denote by Λ. That Bochner's theorem may be extended beyond the group case above to symmetric spaces goes back to Godement [God4] in 1957 ('Plancherel case'), giving the Bochner-Godement theorem below.
Bochner-Godement theorem
In its modern formulation, this very useful result is as follows:
Bochner-Godement theorem.
The general positive definite function ψ on a symmetric space is given (to within scale) by a mixture of positive definite spherical functions φ λ over the spherical dual Λ by a probability measure µ:
For background and details, see e.g. [Wol1, Th. 9.3 .4], Faraut [Far2, Th. 1.2], Faraut and Pevzner [FarP] ; cf. Faraut and Harzallah [FarH, Th. 3 .1], Askey and Bingham [AskB] ; see also Thomas [Tho] . Taking K = {e}, the trivial subgroup, the Bochner-Godement theorem reduces to the group case of Godement, including Bochner's theorem in the Euclidean case; for the sphere, it reduces to the Bochner-Schoenberg theorem.
Products; the Berg-Porcu and Guella-Menegatto-Peron theorems
Properties of positive definite functions
Recall some basic closure properties of the class P(M) of positive definite functions on a symmetric space M (or semigroup, as in Berg et al. [BerCR] ): P(M) is closed under positive scaling and convex combinations (both touched on in the above). Further, P(M) is closed under pointwise products, which corresponds to tensor products (of representations); see e.g. [Hel4, III Prop. 12 .4], [AskB, 5.2] . Similarly for product spaces (as here): by the Schur product theorem ( §4.3 below -see e.g. [HorJ1, 458] 
. If the symmetric space is a direct product, the spherical dual is also a direct product:
Sphere cross line We turn now from sphere S d to sphere cross line S d × R. As before, we confine attention to the isotropic case for the space variable on the sphere, and similarly, we restrict to the stationary case for the time-variable on the line. As above, we know P(S d ) from the Bochner-Schoenberg theorem, and P(R) (or P(R + )) from Bochner's theorem. Taking products gives elements of P(S d ×R), but these are separable [Gne] , with space and time independent. The question was raised by Mijatović and the authors [BinMS, §4.4 ] in 2016 of extending the results of Askey and Bingham [AskB] to sphere cross line, and answered by Berg and Porcu [BerP] in 2017.
The Berg-Porcu theorem
We state this result below, and include its short proof, from the BochnerGodement theorem.
Berg-Porcu Theorem. The class of isotropic stationary sphere-cross-line covariances coincides with the class of mixtures of products of Gegengauer polynomials P λ n (x) and characteristic functions φ n (t) on the line:
Proof. In the notation above, with the first factor the sphere S d , Λ 1 is the Gegenbauer polynomials P n ; with the second factor the line, Λ 2 is the set of characters, which can also be identified with the line:
We use disintegration in (BG) (Fubini's theorem extended beyond product measures: see e.g. Kallenberg [Kal, Th. 6 .4]), integrating the probability measure µ on Λ first over the x-variable above for fixed n. This gives a probability measure, µ n say; integrating the character e itx over µ n (dx) gives its characteristic function φ n (t), the second factor in (BP ); the remaining integration is a summation over n, giving the first factor P λ n in (BP ). Equivalently, one can take λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ) in (BG) as a random variable with law µ, condition on its second coordinate, and use the Conditional Mean Formula [Wil2, 390] (a special case of the tower property [Wil1, 9.7i] or chain rule [Kal, 105] ).
The Guella-Menegatto-Peron theorem
A second important case is that of a product of spheres. This is the context of the Guella-Menegatto-Peron theorem below [GueMP] . The proof is immediate from the Bochner-Godement theorem.
Guella-Menegatto-Peron theorem. The general isotropic positive definite function on
a mn = 1,
The function here factorises into a product of functions of x 1 and x 2 when the matrix (a mn ) is of rank one (that is, of the form a mn = b m c n ); in probabilistic language, this corresponds to independence.
Multiple products over any number of spheres and lines follow from the Bochner-Godement theorem in the same way.
Following [BerP] and [GueMP] , three of the authors returned to the area [BerPP] , using similar methods.
Remarks
The Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction.
For G a topological group, K a closed subgroup, π a unitary representation of G in a Hilbert space H, a vector u ∈ H is cyclic if {π(g)u : g ∈ G} generates a dense subspace of H. The Gelfand-Naimark-Segal (GNS) construction (Gelfand and Naimark [GelN] in 1943, Segal [Seg] in 1947; [God2] ) says that for φ ∈ P(K\G/K), there exists a unitary representation(π φ , H φ ) of G and a K-invariant cyclic unit vector u with
and (π φ , H φ , u) is unique up to isomorphism. For background, see e.g. Dixmier [Dix, §13.4.4] . The GNS construction permeates the modern treatment of spherical functions on symmetric spaces; see e.g. [Hel1, X.4] , [Hel3, IV.1, IV.3] , [Hel4, III, Th. 12.1] . It is easily seen that any φ as in (GNS) is positive definite (see e.g. [Hel1, , [Hel3, IV Th. 4 .2]; these are the spherical functions that arise in symmetric spaces of compact type [Hel3, IV Th. 4 .2] such as spheres and products of spheres.
Extreme points and irreducible representations.
In (GNS) above, φ is an extreme point in the convex set P(K\G/K) if and only if the unitary representation (π φ , H φ ) is irreducible (see e.g. [Far2, Prop. 1.4 ], Simon [Sim, Ex. 8.21] , [Hel4, Th. 12.6] ). This shows very clearly the role of convexity, the Krein-Milman theorem and positivity here; in particular, one sees that (BG) gives a Choquet representation.
The GNS construction has its origins in quantum mechanics; the φ here are called states; the extreme φ are called pure states. This physical interpretation is taken further by Davies [Dav] .
The Schur product theorem.
The Schur product theorem (I. J. Schur in 1911, writing as J. Schur) states that the product of positive definite functions is positive definite. This fundamental result underlies the treatment of product spaces above. For details, see e.g. [Schu] , [HorJ1, §7.5] , [HorJ2, §5.2] , [BerCR] , [Hel4, Prop. 12.4 ].
Gelfand pairs.
For G a locally compact group (Lie group will suffice for us here) with compact subgroup K, (G, K) is called a Gelfand pair if the convolution algebra of K-biinvariant compactly supported continuous measures on G is commutative; equivalently, if for any locally convex irreducible representation π of G, its space of K-invariant vectors is at most one-dimensional. For symmetric spaces X = (G, K), (G, K) is a Gelfand pair; see e.g. [Hel1, X, Th. 2.9, 4 .1], [Hel3, IV, Th. 3.1] ; as this is where our interest lies here, we have chosen to use the language of symmetric spaces rather than that of Gelfand pairs. Nevertheless, Gelfand pairs are very interesting objects in their own right; see e.g. the monograph by van Dijk [vDij] . They occur in tree models; also, finite Gelfand pairs arise in many areas in combinatorics.
Special functions and group representations.
Special functions (Askey, a great expert, insists that they should instead be called useful functions) arise in many places relevant here. They occur most obviously in the Gegenbauer polynomials in the Bochner-Schoenberg theorem of §1. These functions generally arose in applications in the 19th century, before the development of group representations. However, this theory provides a natural and powerful framework in which to study many of the classical special functions; for monograph treatments, see e.g. Vilenkin [Vil] , Vilenkin and Klimyk [VilK] , Andrews, Askey and Roy [AndAR] .
Spaces of constant curvature.
The theory of symmetric spaces is simplest for those of rank one [Hel1, 2, 3, 4] . These are simple enough to be classified. They comprise, apart from certain exceptional cases, the spaces of constant curvature, κ. There are three cases: (i) κ > 0. These are the spheres, in any dimension d; the curvature κ depends on the radius; with our normalisation of radius 1, we obtain the S d . (ii) κ = 0. These are the Euclidean spaces, again in any dimension d. (iii) κ < 0. These are the hyperbolic spaces. For background and details, see e.g. Wolf [Wol2] , [Hel1, X] , [Hel3, IV, V] .
Hypergroups.
The spaces of constant curvature provide concrete and accessible examples of hypergroups. These are spaces endowed with a convolution-like operation satisfying certain properties; the concept emerged from work of Dunkl, Jewett and Spector; for a detailed treatment and a wealth of examples, see the standard work on the subject, Bloom and Heyer [BloH] .
It turns out that the spaces of constant curvature provide probabilistically interesting examples of hypergroups precedng the hypergroup concept. The spheres give the Bingham (or Bingham-Gegenbauer) hypergroup ([Bin1] , [BloH] ); the Euclidean case gives the Kingman (or Kingman-Bessel) hypergroup ( [Kin] , [BloH] ); the hyperbolic spaces give the hyperbolic hypergroup.
Connections with number theory.
Particularly in the hyperbolic case ( §4.6), there are many connections with number theory -for example, with the Selberg trace formula and its relatives (this explains the title of [God4] ). For background and references here, see e.g. the books of Terras [Ter1, 2] .
Multivariate applications.
The results discussed above extend to the multivariate setting. In this case, one needs to consider cross-covariance functions. Recent work [AlePFM] extends the traditional Euclidean framework to the S d × R setting discussed here, offering some parametric families of matrix-valued covariances on sphere cross line.
Anisotropy.
Throughout, we have assumed the spatial component of the process is isotropic -the covariance between two points x and y depends solely on the distance between them. This is a convenient assumption -indeed, it facilitates all the theory exposited above -and is pervasive in spatial statistics: see [Ma] for a discussion of isotropy's impact on covariance modelling over R d .
